Recruitment of attentional resources during visuomotor tracking: effects of Parkinson's disease and age.
The ability to recruit attentional resources during distracted tracking was studied in 19 moderate PD patients, 21 healthy elderly subjects and 20 young controls. All subjects tracked a 1-cm circle that moved across a computer screen along a sinusoidal path (training) and along a circular path (testing). Tracking consisted of maintaining a dot cursor within the target by moving an unseen manipulandum across a digitizing tablet. Distraction consisted of adding one or three, colored 12-mm circles that moved around and intersected with the target circle, and one or three dots that moved around and intersected with the subject-controlled cursor. The performance of tasks with a low level of distraction (one dot and one circle distractor) and of tasks with a high level of distraction (three dot and three circle distractors) was compared to performance with no distraction. The elderly and young controls did not differ in the baseline task. Both groups surpassed the patients, who failed to keep pace with the target, despite preserved ability to attain the necessary movement speed. Under a low level of distraction, the ability to adjust the direction of hand movement diminished in both control groups, but task management was unaltered. In the patients adjustment of hand movement direction lowered, as in the controls, but task management reduced significantly. Under a high level of distraction, all groups showed further decrement in both aspects of task performance. We conclude that PD, but not age, significantly reduces the attentional resources required for administrative control of tracking, which are associated with prefrontal function.